Subject: Multilateral Investment Court

Dear Sirs,

My family, friends and colleagues are shocked! We just learned that the EU is not willing to annul the private arbitration courts from its international trade agreements as demanded by the civil society but is going to strengthen them. EU even promotes a „Multilateral Investment Court‘ (MIC).

We as citizen of the EU strongly recommend the Commission not to damage its already shady image as a voice and tool of big corporations, but to start serving the common people. Imagine: With MIC these people will have to finance environmental, social or HR-claims of corporations, which they launch to assure their profits are not hampered by common affairs. Where are we living? In a civilization or in the wild West?

We demand the EU to stop this form of Corporate Imperialism and engage in a Union for democratic change, social justice and economic sustainability?

And we recommend: If you do not change EU policy now, the EU will fail soon.

We appreciate your response to us and remain with kind regards
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